
Prosperity Chants

Grand Prosperity Incantation

I am a good effective witch, and I deserve to be rich
A wealthy life is my own right, my income grows by speed of light

The pipeline of my highest pleasure, I now tap for endless treasure
Massive fortune I now find, flowing up from my deep mind

Each dollar I send on its ride, comes back to me multiplied
Every dollar that I spend, comes back to me ten times ten

Wealth now rushes from the deep, some to spend and some to keep
My surplus wealth grows ever higher, always more than I require

Mighty power in me flows, my income daily grows and grows
My investments are a tree, each of them now profits me

These words are the seeds I sow, to reap and harvest my cash flow
Money swiftly comes to me, and As I will so mote it be.

For Cleansing and Order

I now let go conditions, relationships and things 
That are worn out and run down, invisible or seen  
Order is established, order so divine;  
In every aspect of my life, order now is mine.

For Forgiveness (of self and others)All that has offended, now or in the past,  
I forgive and let it go, Only peace can last

For Becoming Free From Debt
All my obligations, now are promptly paid, 
with love and joy and gratitude to rest they now are laid.
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For Having All Needs Met and Releasing Financial Fear

All my needs are met, at every place and time  
I have trust in Spirit pure, its power is sublime.

For Removing Blocks to Good
I dissolve in mind and soul
In every part of me
All energies that thwart my good
No matter what they be

No person, thing or circumstance
Has power nor has sway
To prevent the good that’s mine
Now coming on my way

For General Financial Increase
I give thanks that I am rich 
and well and happy too 
My affairs are now aligned 
with all that’s good and true

Financial wealth and riches grow
Increasing every day 
All my wealth and fortune brings
All good things my way.
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